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Introduction:

Yoann is a blockchain-based Adventure Multiverse game powered by
Etheruem. Players are sent on a quest to defeat foes and complete a variety of
levels as part of a grand adventure. This adventure takes place in the Yoann
Metaverse, a world of varying landscapes that is populated by NPCs, other
player characters, and enemies.
The Yoann ecosystem incorporates several different elements including mining,
staking, and an NFT Marketplace, combining them to help power the Metaverse
world. Ultimately, this is a Multiverse gaming experience where players can
earn value thanks to the native token $YOAN.

WHAT IS YOANN.IO?
It’s a Mining option

You have an option to active mining, so the longer you play the game,
the more your machine can be used for mining activity with profit
returned back the user community.

It’s a Marketplace
There is a proportion of the tokens reserved for user incentives. By
completing Yoann adventures, players could earn awesome token
profit from the game. Project Tokens could also be earned through NFT
Marketplace where players can sell their NFT Assets directly or put
them up for an auction, such as Yoann custom clothing and
accessories.

It’s an Adventure Multiverse Game
You play solo, with an AI or with a friend and go on a Yoann, multi-level
quest, all in a MULTIVERSE environment.

It’s a Staking option
You can stake YOAN and earn income back.
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Gameplay:
At its core, Yoann is an Adventure-focused Multiverse game. You take control of
your very own customizable character avatar to traverse and explore the
Yoann Metaverse - a vast 3D environment where you must face enemies as
you collect items, complete quests, and interact with others. You can choose to
take on the main adventure solo, with an AI sidekick, or with a friend.
Since this is a Multiverse environment, a lot is going on in-game. From the getgo, you are tasked with creating your character profile and customizing your
in-game avatar. You are then dropped into the world of Yoann where your
adventure can begin.
The Yoann Metaverse world is home to numerous different characters who will
guide you on your quest. As you go, you have the ability to upgrade your
character’s gear and accessories to prepare for the challenges that lay ahead.
These items can then be sold for a profit later on.
On your adventure, you will find plenty of items to collect, players to meet and
foes to overcome. You will also be faced with a variety of different locations
and scenery to explore. You can even visit the NFT Marketplace in-world,
keeping you immersed in the experience.
Yoann’s gameplay has been designed to make it as fun, interactive, and
profitable as possible for the players. It is a social multiverse experience like no
other that leverages the power of the blockchain to offer players a wellrounded yet challenging gaming experience where they are rewarded for their
participation.

ENTER YOANN’S WORLD
MULTIVERSE
Creating your profile allows you to have
adventures, roam, interact with other players,
make income from the marketplace all in a
MULTIVERSE environment.
Having a MULTIVERSE platform is a critical aspect
for long-term growth and sustainability, after all,
it is where the future of gaming and tech is
heading!
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$YOAN Token:

The entire economy of Yoann is centered around its native $YOAN token. As
such, it has several key uses throughout the Yoann ecosystem. These include:

Play-to-Earn
There is a proportion of the tokens reserved for user incentives. By
completing the main adventure levels, they will earn $YOAN tokens.

Staking
By staking their tokens, players help to to secure the network and so
receive a share of the total income from the tokens.

Mining
Players can lend their machine for mining activities, for which they will
be rewarded in the form of $YOAN.

NFT Marketplace
$YOAN is used as the currency for buying, selling and trading NFTs in
the Yoann Marketplace.

Buying Upgrades
The $YOAN token is needed to craft custom gear and accessories to
upgrade the player avatars.
On top of the many ways to earn $YOAN tokens, players can also
choose to purchase them from exchanges. This offers yet another way
to become a part of the Yoann community and contribute to the game
economy.
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Game Economy:
The economy of Yoann was designed to keep players invested in the game
and help the community grow further and thrive.
One of the main ways Yoann keeps players invested in the game is through an
incentive model. Yoann follows a Play-to-Earn model, where you can earn
rewards as you progress in the game. Similarly, mining allows you to receive
more $YOAN the longer you are connected to the chain and participate in
active mining. Finally, staking is important for maintaining the chain, and so you
can also get more tokens by taking part.
Players are incentivized not just to play, but also reinvest their $YOAN tokens
back into the game thanks to the upgrade system and Marketplace. The
upgrade system plays an important role in the progression of your character. It
prepares you for stronger foes that you will face as your adventure goes on.
Items that are no longer needed can then be sold to others in the Marketplace,
keeping the flow of value within the game.
As more people play the game and participate in mining, staking and the wider
in-game economy, the value of the token will increase. This will in turn make it
more attractive and bring in more players - this is the feedback loop that will
help feed the game economy.

HOW IT WORKS:
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Users toggle Staking
on/off during gameplay

NFT marketplace and
staking % of the tokens
against stable coin
offers real continued
platform usage and
builds value for the
entire
tokenized
ecosystem
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Users
enter
Yoann
Game and create their
own character profile
and
then
START
PLAYING
in
single
player, or team up with
an
AI,
enter
the
MULTIVERSE

Users choose free or
paid token upgrades
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Fund Raising Overview:
Project Name

Yoann Game

Token Symbol

YOAN

Total Supply

25 M

Start date of the Sales

TBD

End date of the Sales

30 days after start

Price per token in Sale Rounds

$.20, $.22, $.25, $.30, $.35

Total Tokens reserved for Sale Rounds

5M

Hard Cap

8.75 M usd

Currencies accepted

ADA, USDT

Tokenomics:
Team
10%

Marketing
10%
Token Sales
40%
Reserves
10%

Ecosystem Growth
10%
Liquidity Provision
10%
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Road Map:
Contract Creation
Smart Contract Audit

Q1
2022

Q2
2022

Sales
Liquidity launch
Token launch

Q3
2022

Q4
2022

Game for desktop
and mobile
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gamers@yoann.io
@yoanngameofficial
@yoanngame
www.yoann.io
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